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The Honda Accord offers an appealing combination of spaciousness, a relatively upscale feel
and a reputation for reliability. However, its ride quality and overall performance are merely
adequate for this segment. For two decades now, there have been two perennial no-brainer
choices for a midsize family sedan: the Honda Accord and the Toyota Camry. Both have legions
of satisfied owners and top reputations for reliability and safety. Deciding between the two often
came down to this: If you wanted a softly sprung car with superior isolation, the Camry was the
way to go -- and if you wanted a sporty ride and could live with a tad less refinement, the Accord
was the sedan of choice. There's still some truth to this adage for , but things have changed
rapidly in the midsize sedan segment. For one thing, the Accord has grown bigger and softer
with its latest redesign; for another, the competition has caught up. Here's how things shake
out for the Accord in today's family sedan free-for-all. It's also still hampered by traditional
Honda foibles like elevated road noise and exaggerated brake pedal vibration during hard stops.
Performance is likewise uninspiring -- while the upgraded 2. Don't get us wrong -- the Honda
Accord remains an appealing car, for a variety of reasons. First of all, it's got an ace up its
sleeve that most competitors don't: its sterling reputation for reliability. Also, the Accord has
ballooned to such a degree that the EPA classifies it as a "large car," and it shows in the
commodious cabin, which boasts one of the most accommodating backseats of any family
sedan. The center stack is undeniably button-happy, but its premium look and feel evokes
luxury sedans such as the Infiniti M series. Like most Hondas, the Accord feels extraordinarily
well constructed, and its interior materials are a cut above the rival Camry's. Moreover, that
reputation for reliability pays off when it's time to sell, as the Accord boasts one of the best
resale values around. The Accord is also one of the few family sedans that's available in a
coupe body style, and we should note that the coupe is substantially sportier than the workaday
sedan, particularly with the optional V6 and coupe-exclusive six-speed manual. Whichever style
you prefer, the Accord remains a smart choice on the strength of its proven track record.
However, unlike Accords of the past, it doesn't really elevate itself above the competition once
you get behind the wheel. As before, you're not going to go wrong with the Accord, but we'd
advise taking a close look at the above-mentioned competitors, along with the Hyundai Sonata
and much improved Chevrolet Malibu before making your decision. The Honda Accord is
available in sedan and coupe body styles. The LX-P sedan adds inch alloy wheels, auto
up-down front windows and a power driver seat. The coupe's base LX-S trim includes the LX-P's
equipment with the exception of the passenger-side auto-up window and power driver seat, and
it adds an in-dash six-CD changer. Upgrading to EX trim nets inch wheels and a sunroof for
both body styles, while the EX sedan gains the in-dash six-CD changer and the EX coupe gets a
premium stereo system with a subwoofer. The EX-L trim level adds leather upholstery, auto-on
headlights, dual-zone automatic climate control, a leather-wrapped steering wheel, heated front
seats and satellite radio. The lone option is a navigation system. It's only available on EX-L
models, and it includes voice-activated controls and Bluetooth connectivity. The Honda Accord
offers three engine choices. An upgraded hp version of that 2. A five-speed manual is standard
with the four-cylinder engines, and a five-speed automatic is optional. Available on the EX trim
levels is a 3. Sedans with the V6 can only be had with a five-speed automatic, but a six-speed
manual is a no-cost option on V6 coupes. Acceleration is class-competitive with either of the
four-cylinder engines, but the last V6 sedan we tested recorded a middling 7. In terms of fuel
economy, four-cylinder Accords are about average, while V6-powered models receive slightly
above-average ratings. All Accords come standard with antilock disc brakes, stability and
traction control, front side airbags and full-length side curtain airbags. In government crash
tests, the Accord sedan received a perfect five stars for front passenger protection in frontal
and side impacts; however, it received just three stars for rear passenger side-impact
protection. The Accord coupe was perfect except for its four-star side-impact protection for
front passengers. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety gave the Accord its top rating of
"Good" for both frontal offset and side-impact crash protection. With its latest redesign, the
Honda Accord sedan has lost some of the sporty edge once attributed to it. In particular, the
body rolls too much in corners, though we admire the Accord's nicely weighted and
extraordinarily communicative steering. Notably, the Accord coupe's handling is significantly
better. Around town, the ride quality isn't as comfortable as in the Camry or even the more
firmly sprung Mazda 6, but most buyers won't find it objectionable. Another minor concern is
the slightly higher amount of road noise than expected in this segment. The base four-cylinder
motor is unremarkable, providing leisurely and rather raucous acceleration, but the upgraded
hp version is more refined and offers the same fuel economy. The V6 lacks bottom-end torque,
and Accords so equipped feel noticeably less swift than V6-powered versions of the Altima,
Camry and Mazda 6, as well as 3. The V6 coupe's exclusive manual transmission maximizes this
engine's potential. Stopping power is certainly adequate, but the brake pedal vibrates

harrowingly when you really stomp on it. The Honda Accord features a tightly constructed
interior with generally high-quality materials, though it's no longer head and shoulders above
the competition in this regard. The center stack looks sophisticated, but it's overly cluttered
with identical-looking buttons, in contrast to the user-friendly layouts in past Accords. The
optional navigation system boosts the button tally further, but its voice commands,
high-mounted screen and multipurpose knob are at least user-friendly. The top-of-the-line
leather seats are polarizing -- some of us love their bold contours and firm support, while others
have complained of numbness after long trips and excessive nonadjustable lumbar. This is by
far the largest Accord ever, so expect a plentiful supply of passenger room, particularly in the
sedan's rear compartment. However, the cubic-foot trunk in the sedan is oddly small given the
car's imposing overall size. The coupe's trunk offers a respectable Available styles include LX-S
2dr Coupe 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Honda Accord. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Honda lease specials Check out Honda Accord lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Intrusive road noise, button-heavy center stack, some find seats uncomfortable. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview.
Following a complete redesign last year, the Honda Accord carries over unchanged, though the
V6's official engine output is up a smidge after further testing revealed slightly more power than
previously measured. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Locked inside car once
security system engages. I have a complaint with the security system Honda uses. I have been
inadvertently locked inside my 09 Accord and unable to get out. Apparently, once the anti-theft
system engages after 30 seconds, there is no way to manually unlock the car doors nor will
using the key fob "unlock" button work from the inside of the car. The car can only be unlocked
from someone on the outside or by starting the engine, which disengages the security system. I
have complained to Honda with no resolution to this safety concern. Read less. Fine Example of
a Truly Reliable Accord. With k miles, it has been the most reliable car I ever had. It's sturdy,
solid and very well made. The steering is precise, the leather interior is comfortable and holds
up fine. Before I improved the suspension, the car had a lot of body roll on curves. But I'm way
more concerned with handling qualities than most people. The V6 engine is powerful, the
transmission shifts are quick and smooth. It's a 5-speed so highway gas mileage is good but
not great. I intend to keep it indefinitely! Great car! What else to say? It's a Honda. First of all,
the reliability of Honda is unsurpassed. They make a great car. Although I have the 2door coupe
with the 6 cyl. The power, reliability, steering, and general wear are terrific. I keep my cars for 10
years and take excellent care. It is garaged nights a year. The body doesn't have a mark on it.
Perhaps because I park in lots where few others are willing to walk so far. The past Honda's I've
had were passed down to my children and driven for another , miles. They are just great. By the
way, it's an 09 and it still runs as well as the day I bought it. VCM variable cylinder managment
misfire, engine. This whole ECO mode is not good. Now we wish we bought a 4 cyl. I had to
change sparkplugs again after only 35, miles. I had the light engine come on again so I just
changed the sparkplugs and everything works again. So either they still wear out very unevenly,
or Calgary Honda never replaced the back sprkplugs, since access to to back ones is more
difficult. So either Honda desing sucks, or Honda dealrship sucks, take your pick. It happened
to us last week. Without a warning the car started stuttering and the flashing engine light came
on. We found some scary info about class action suit against Honda due to the engine design
problem. Took it to Honda dealer. They replaced 4 out of 6 sparkplugs and updated the car
software. I talked to the shop foreman yes, you have to insist on it, though the reception girl will
first tell you that mechanics don't talk to customers, WHY?? This is what the foreman told me:.
See all reviews of the Used Honda Accord. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Accord.
Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30

years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Seats and seating are a particular strong suit of
the new Accord. In front, they are generously apportioned, and Honda claims an equal level of
comfort for both front and rear passengers. Read more Honda's Accord got a completely new,
more sophisticated and detail-oriented look in , along with a complete mechanical redesign. The
result is a car that stands out in the automotive world. Overall interior volume is cubic feet,
which officially crosses the Accord over into large sedan territory. Despite being larger, the
Accord has great torsional rigidity, which gives the car's suspension optimal ride and handling,
with double wishbones in front and a multi-link setup in back, along with wide tires across the
model line. Wheels range from inch steel wheels on base models up to inch alloys on up-level
coupes and sedans; on the coupe, inch alloys are also available. The V6 comes with the latest
version of Honda's variable cylinder management VCM system, which can shut down two or
three cylinders when possible to increase fuel efficiency. The more powerful horsepower
version of the four-cylinder engine uses a variable-valve silencer and high-flow exhaust system
to bring improved performance with no penalty in fuel efficiency. A five-speed manual
transmission is standard on all 4-cylinder engines, while a 5-speed automatic is optional with
the four and standard with the V6. A 6-speed manual transmission is exclusively offered on the
EX-L coupe. The Accord LX is an economical model that doesn't lack for creature comforts,
while EX models are dressed up with alloy wheels, a chrome exhaust tip and blue ambient
interior lighting, and include more luxury items such as heated mirrors, a moonroof and a
security system. At the top of the range is the EX-L, which adds leather seating and trim,
upgraded instrumentation, dual-zone climate control, and the premium audio system with active
noise cancellation. Middle-trim models add a 6-disc CD changer, while top models bring the
premium audio system, with watts, seven speakers, an 8-inch subwoofer, and available XM
satellite radio. There's also a navigation system that includes a Bluetooth hands-free phone
link, voice activation, and an integrated Zagat guide. The list of standard safety equipment
includes vehicle stability assist and active front head restraints, along with front side airbags,
full-length side curtain airbags and 4-wheel anti-lock disc brakes with brake assist. Close this
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle
on Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle Model strengths: Roomy interior; sporty
appearance; powerful and economical engines; safety. Following a complete redesign in , the
Honda Accord returns with only revisions to its horsepower and torque ratings for the 3. For
automatic-equipped Accords, horsepower is revised from to , with torque revised from ft-lb to
ft-lb. Accords with manual transmissions receive the same horsepower revision, while torque
changes from ft-lb to ft-lb. The Honda Accord's engines stand out in the midsize sedan class as
being both economical yet powerful, and its roomy interior also ranks as one of the most
stylish. Standard equipment abounds in the Accord, and electronic stability control, which is
commonly optional in this class, is installed across the line. Honda's Accord got a completely
new, more sophisticated and detail-oriented look in , along with a complete mechanical
redesign. Read more. Close this. There's a problem loading this m
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enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

